
#FedFuentes

Disassociate from the Far-Right Term: Feb 15th-Feb20th

Key Messaging Points:
● Nick Fuentes has all the signs of being a federal asset/controlled opposition
● Video shows Nick Fuentes ordering his supporters to “break down the barriers and disregard

the police” but he gets in no trouble by the feds while people like Brandon Straka and others
were raided by FBI and felony charges

● Nick Fuentes left the people he gave orders to at J6 out to dry. Dozens of young people’s
lives were destroyed and he called them “losers.”

● The DOJ gave Fuentes his money back after they froze his accounts. That rarely happens.
Why did the feds do this and why has he never disclosed this to his followers while using this
as a marketing tactic to deceive his supporters to give him more money?

● Nick Fuentes was put on a “No Fly List” not because of a political prosecution, but because
he threatened to strangle a flight attendant.

● The lack of action taken by the DOJ reeks of suspicion.

Campaign Execution:
1. MAKE SURE ALL Accounts are authenticated through Keyhole (IG + Twitter) - this will

eliminate any later reporting.
2. USE this story in some Tweets:

https://thegrayzone.com/2023/02/15/nick-fuentes-america-firsts-death/
3. USE the #FedFuentes (in ALL posts, IG/Twitter)
4. TAG media outlets, hosts, journalists (Fox News, Newsmax, Tucker Carlson, Laura

Ingrham, etc)
5. Reference instructions sent over by Influenceable team member on individualized

deliverables.
6. Be Prepared, more stories & talking points will be sent throughout the campaign.

Background Overview:

January 6th Involvement

● Nick Fuentes was on January 6 encouraging his supporters and people present to “Break
down the barriers and disregard the police!”

https://thegrayzone.com/2023/02/15/nick-fuentes-america-firsts-death/


● Grayzone unearthed a video captured outside the Capitol on J6 that has been weirdly absent
of mainstream coverage: VIDEO HERE

● “It appears we are taking the Capitol!” an excited voice blared into a megaphone,
addressing pro-Trump demonstrators gathered near the Capitol reflecting pool. “Keep
marching, and don’t relent!” the voice continued, before urging the crowd to “break down the
barriers and disregard the police!”

● After giving his supporters their marching orders to “break down the barriers and disregard
the police” Fuentes left the scene and dined at a Hibachi restaurant.

● At least 5 people affiliated with Fuentes’ “America First Foundation” were arrested. Fuentes
has shown little regard for the “groypers” arrested and even called them losers:

●
● Despite people like Brandon Straka and others who have received hefty fines, felony

charges, and sentences, and even been raided by the FBI simply for filming, Fuentes has no
such record.

● Revolver News has raided questions between federal authorities and Ray Epps who famously
urged protestors to “go into the capitol” and bragged about “orchestrating” the events of J6.

● But unlike Epps, Fuentes commands a nationwide base of supporters that he mobilized to
attend the J6 protests.

“The Most Canceled Man” Myth

● Nick Fuentes uses this moniker to gain influence and credibility among his supporters.
● On April 27, 2021, Fuentes revealed that he was prevented from boarding a flight and put on

a “No Fly List” by the TSA. “Overt politician persecution,” he said.
● However…Fuentes wasn’t put on a “No Fly List” for political persecution but because he

threatened to strangle flight attendants:
● “Let me tell you: I’m gonna land, and then I’m gonna get in the airport parking lot, and I’m

gonna wait for you, and then I’m gonna put a mask over your face; your mouth and nose,”
Fuentes exclaimed as he conjured up an imaginary exchange with a flight attendant during
the live stream in question.

https://twitter.com/JadenPMcNeil/status/1611425250993905665?s=20


●

●

$500,000 Taken by the Feds Myth

● In addition to the myth of being put on the “No Fly List,” Fuentes said federal authorities
seized personal bank accounts without explanation, totaling $500,000

● Fuentes claims the money was taken because of “political persecution” but documents show
his accounts were frozen on the grounds that they contained proceeds of “money laundering,
wire fraud, and threat violations.”



●

● From the Grayzone report: “The DOJ’s action came just days after a curious January 14
report attempted to link an anonymous French donor to several media outlets and
individuals, including some who participated in the US Capitol Riot earlier that month. The
oddly-timed post on the DOJ-funded crypto blog Chainalysis documented how the donor,
identified as “a now-deceased computer programmer,” unloaded over $500,000 worth of
crypto into US-based accounts on December 8, 2020. Of the total sum, roughly $250,000
was transferred to Fuentes’ crypto wallet. In a bizarre twist, French media site 20 Minutes
reported the donor in question committed suicide hours after making the crypto transfer —
though neither 20 Minutes nor Chainalysis disclosed the patron’s name. He was later
identified as 35-year-old Laurent Bachelier, a reclusive computer programmer and “Bitcoin
millionaire” who was virtually unknown prior to December 2020.”

● In addition to this myth, documents reveal the DOJ removed its hold on Fuentes’ bank
accounts on July 21, 2921.

● Despite this, Nick Fuentes has repeatedly used this line as a marketing tactic to deceive his
followers to keep giving him money
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